Global TCM College Tutoring programs

*Please make an appointment for different program, we may have different instructors for each program. Email us for detailed information. ([ldcljd@gmail.com](mailto:ldcljd@gmail.com))

- Mandarin Study
- Foundation of TCM
- Acupuncture with Points Location
- Tongue and Pulse Diagnosis
- TCM Case Study/Pattern Differentiation
- Chinese Herbolgy Study
- Chinese Herbal Formulas Study
- How to set up your own herbal pharmacy
- How to set up your own Acupuncture clinic
- Biomedical Physical Examination
- How to read Biomedical Lab test report

Tutoring Program (by appointment)

- Price:
  - $100/hr
- Purpose:
  - Acquire extra knowledge and build extra experience.
- Contents:
  - Depending on the program you choose. You name it. We design it.